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The phenomenal abundance of food in the Chukchi and Bering seas in the autumn provides for one of the greatest wildlife spectacles on Earth. Marine mammals and seabirds take advantage of a cascade of productivity begun months previously. The authors examine the spatial concordance between the abundance of seabirds (short-tailed shearwaters) and krill in the context of environmental features. They show that shearwater movement northwards coincides with an increase in krill size.

The main drawback of the study is that it investigated relationships only at a single spatial scale. Relationships could be quite different at larger or smaller spatial scales, and it is too bad that some part of the study didn’t look at a small spatial scale.

Minor comments:

Introduction, first paragraph. One of the best examples from seabirds for the effect of sea ice retreat is:

Second paragraph. It might be worth noting the first paper to document large-scale shearwater migration to nearby waters from a geolocator perspective:

l. 20. Seems strange to say “northern North Pacific” perhaps “extreme North Pacific”.

last paragraph: add “the” before “net avoidance”; instead of “will...limit” perhaps “provide a rough estimate of krill abundance across several orders of magnitude.”

2.1 L21. “an average speed” not “averaged speeds”.

2.2 “collected” not “corrected”.

2.3 first paragraph. Too bad you didn’t include abundances. Why not log-transform the data?

4.1 L 16 “low densities” not “few” for parallelism with the previous part of the sentence.

L 20: “June” not “june”.
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